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Faculty Consultative Committee 
Thursday, October 18, 2007 

1:15 – 3:00 
2-260 EE/CSci 

 
 
Present: Gary Balas (chair), Nancy Carpenter, Carol Chomsky, Shawn Curley, Dan Dahlberg, 

William Durfee, Marti Hope Gonzales, Carolyn Hayes, Lois Heller, Judith Martin, 
Nelson Rhodus, Martin Sampson, Geoffrey Sirc, Jennifer Windsor, Becky Yust 

 
Absent: Barbara Elliott, Emily Hoover, Jeff Kahn 
 
Guests: Steve Fitzgerald (Office of Classroom Management); Dan Wolter, Drew Swain 

(University News Service) 
  
Other: Kathryn Stuckert (Office of the Chief of Staff 
 
[In these minutes:  (1) active learning classrooms; (2) classroom supply and the new science-teaching 
facility; (3) faculty media survey; (4) student rating of teaching; (5) copyright policy; (6) spousal/partner 
hiring] 
 
 
1. Active Learning Classroom 
 
 Professor Balas convened the meeting at 1:15 in Room 2-260 EE/CSci so the Committee could 
learn about one of the two active-learning classrooms.  He welcomed Mr. Fitzgerald, Director of the 
Office of Classroom Management (OCM) to inform the Committee about the room. 
 

Mr. Fitzgerald explained that this room, and a larger one on the St. Paul campus, is a pilot project 
to provide integrated, team-based activity and active engagement with students in a technology-rich 
general-purpose classroom setting.  These two rooms were built to expose the University community to 
this kind of facility and to get feedback about them.  In fact, today’s FCC meeting in the EE/CSci 2-260 
Active Learning Classroom was part of the effort to "get the word out" to faculty about these pilot rooms 
and to solicit faculty interest from those interested in teaching in them.  The U of M Active Learning 
Classroom is our modification to the "SCALE-UP" (Student Centered Activities for Large Enrollment 
Undergraduate Program) concept that originated at NC State University and at MIT, and that are now 
being created across the country. 

 
He reviewed and demonstrated the various technologies available in the room.  The room can be 

reconfigured semester by semester, has a 360-degree writing surface (glass) around the perimeter of the 
room, and dedicated LCD displays for each student team table and dual projectors. The room has a 
sophisticated, but user friendly, control and switching system that allows the instructor to project any 
combination of student and/or instructor displays.  System operation is an extension of the Projection 
Capable Classroom technology standard that exists in 90% of general classrooms, and with which faculty 
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are quite comfortable.  Additional info and photos of the rooms are available on the Active Learning 
Classroom page on the OCM website http://www.classroom.umn.edu/active-learn-room.asp  
 

Mr. Fitzgerald emphasized the use of construction techniques in these rooms that are new to the 
University but increasingly used in commercial buildings.  These include low-profile floors that facilitate 
easy reconfiguration of power and data connections, and de-mountable wall systems that allow the size of 
rooms to be changed (on a semester–not daily–basis).  This flexibility allows the rooms to keep pace with 
changing course needs of faculty and students without the expense of major renovation.  

 
OCM has partnered with the Digital Media Center, OIT, for student and faculty assessment on the 

pilot project rooms. Initial feedback from students and instructors is very favorable. The rooms do  place 
different demands on the instructor but this type of learning environment is appearing all over the 
country. In response to a question, Mr. Fitzgerald indicated that the pilot rooms are not primarily designed 
to support on-line, distance education instruction (the problem is audio, not visual). 
 
 Professor Martin said these rooms seem quite expensive and the Office of Classroom 
Management does not have a lot of money; how many of these rooms does he expect will be created and 
will building them have an impact on other classroom expenditures?  Mr. Fitzgerald said that the St. Paul 
classroom was due for an upgrade so it needed money spent on it in any event.  The initial cost is higher, 
he agreed, but the life-cycle costs of the rooms are lower and the flexible construction mitigates some of 
the initial cost.  The capital request contains funding for another such classroom in Akerman Hall; 
depending on faculty reaction, if they like these rooms, presumably there would be future capital requests 
to create more of them and they would be phased in as classrooms need renovation.  Funding for regular 
classrooms would not suffer; there will always be a wide range of types of classrooms available. 
 
 Professor Carpenter passed along a message from a colleague:  active-learning classrooms favor 
women students, and with the declining number of males on campus, this could be a problem.  He noted 
the comment and said that it would be a point to try to evaluate in the analysis of assessment data on the 
pilot projects.  Mr. Fitzgerald also made the point that there will always be a variety of kinds of 
classrooms available. 
 
 Professor Yust said she teaches a course that could use this kind of room, but it would take a lot 
of retooling to make it work; would she be able to be scheduled in the room?  Is there a priority for certain 
kinds of classes?  She also asked how students take a test, since they sit in groups of 7-8 at large tables.  
Mr. Fitzgerald said the point about tests was well taken; in terms of priority, the point is to let faculty 
know the room exists so they can try it; they will try to schedule those who want to use it and get 
feedback from them.   
 
 If what he wants is faculty buy-in, Professor Gonzales suggested to Mr. Fitzgerald, he should 
avoid the term "active learning," because that implies the rest of the classrooms do not provide active 
learning.  Professor Kane commented that undergraduate students in particular might like this room; 
Columbia brings freshmen who communicate with each other primarily through electronic venues such as 
Face Book, etc., together for sessions where they get to know each other in face-to-ace interactions, rather 
than communicating electronically, but she said that she personally feels very disconnected in this type of 
set up. 
 

http://www.classroom.umn.edu/active-learn-room.asp
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 Professor Sirc asked if anyone is talking about buying laptops for all students so that all 
classrooms become scaled-down versions of this room.  Mr. Fitzgerald said that was a good question.  
Students now have browser-equipped cell phones, PDAs, and so on, and OCM is talking with the Office 
of Information Technology about what will be coming.  This would be a great topic for the faculty to 
weigh in on, because this is clearly a transition period in terms of instructional technology.  Exactly, 
Professor Sirc said, which raises a question about sinking all this money into active-learning classrooms. 
Mr. Fitzgerald noted that just as student cell phones have gone from the exception to the rule in just a few 
years, the time is fast approaching when all students will have a personal computing device of some type 
(laptop, notebook, browser-equipped cell phone, PDA, etc). The basis of the University of Minnesota 
Projection Capable Classroom standard, including Active Learning Classrooms, is to have the classroom-
technology infrastructure in place so that the personal computing devices of both faculty and student are 
seamlessly interfaced and integrated into the classroom teaching & learning environment, and further that 
the classroom technology environment is seamlessly integrated into the campus technology environment. 
 
2. Classroom Supply and the Science-Teaching-and-Student-Service Building 
 
 Professor Balas next asked Mr. Fitzgerald to report on the results of his analysis of the demand 
for and availability of auditoria during the period the new science-teaching-and-student-service building 
is being constructed and after it is completed.  Professor Martin reported that Mr. Fitzgerald had provided 
these data to the Committee on Finance and Planning two days earlier and the short summary is that there 
is enough of a supply to handle the demand. 
 
 Mr. Fitzgerald agreed and reviewed the report he had prepared.  His office was asked narrowly-
drawn questions about the classroom inventory if the Science Classroom Building is taken off line.  The 
aggregate data suggested there would be enough rooms to meet demand but his office conducted a finer-
grained analysis.  As he reported to Finance and Planning, there are two scenarios.  One, Physics courses 
are taught in Tate (Physics), Chemistry is given exclusive use of Smith Hall (Chemistry) and can then 
offer all Chemistry courses in the building (although some adjustment of class times would be required), 
and courses otherwise taught in Tate and Smith would be accommodated in other locations (Anderson, 
Bell Museum, Fraser, Nicholson, etc.).  Two, in addition to exclusive use of Smith, Chemistry also 
obtains the use of Anderson 210 on the West Bank and can then offer all Chemistry courses on the same 
schedule as at present (which would then not require students trying to reschedule other classes).  The 
analysis is predicated on minimizing non-standard-time courses (per approved policy) and spreading the 
teaching load into existing room inventory.  
 
 Professor Windsor asked if he built into the schedule time slots when faculty are available; some 
classes can only be taught at certain times.  Mr. Fitzgerald said they used the Fall, 2006, class schedule 
and modeled the scenarios on that pattern.   
 
 Professor Balas thanked Mr. Fitzgerald for the demonstration of the room and the presentation of 
the classroom information. 
 
3. Faculty Media Survey 
 
 Professor Balas next welcomed Messrs. Swain and Wolter from the University News Service to 
discuss a faculty media survey they propose to conduct. 
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 Mr. Wolter introduced himself as Director of the University News Service (UNS) and Mr. Swain 
as a new staff member whose job is "academic expertise coordinator."  Mr. Swain is in charge of a special 
UNS project to survey the faculty.  Mr. Wolter explained that UNS, among other things, reacts to press 
requests for information and tries to get them in touch with the right people.  They receive anywhere from 
5 to 20 requests per day (primarily from within Minnesota) asking for expertise; they need to connect 
people to those experts.  The faculty is the University's greatest asset and any time they see the faculty 
quoted in the media, that is a good thing for the University. 
 
 They have added a national media expert to get articles about the University in national 
publications and they have created a "new media" position, someone who does video stories (e.g., the 
equine facility, the Nobel Prize) that are watched on the web.  They can no longer rely on news releases to 
the papers. 
 
 Mr. Swain's work will focus on getting experts into news stories.  They have been successful at 
doing so but need to do more.  They cannot simply put out a list of faculty with expertise because 
reporters will not go through it.  In order to promote the stories that rely on faculty, however, they need to 
know what faculty do and think about the media.  Mr. Swain explained that they want to work with 
faculty and want to obtain information, via the proposed survey, about (1) their experiences with the 
media, (2) their perceptions and preferences (where would they like to see themselves featured?), and (3) 
where they get their news.  They would also like to know the faculty's view on new media (YouTube, 
podcasts, etc.).  They hope to use the information for media training (which UNS now offers).  They have 
a TV reporter on staff to pose questions and help familiarize faculty with media equipment (microphones, 
etc.).  He said they want the survey to be non-invasive, perhaps 10-15 questions, and take no longer than 
five minutes.  Mr. Swain said they have discussed incorporating the coordinate campuses in the media 
efforts, but due to sampling consistencies, it has not yet been decided that they will be surveyed. 
  
 The information provided to the Committee was this: 
 

Within the University of Minnesota faculty lies a wealth of knowledge, much of it 
applicable to the lives of Minnesotans, the world of news today and the mission of the university 
to become a leading higher education institution. The job of the university's News Service and 
college communicators is to highlight that great work in the "mainstream" media. Unfortunately, 
this can sometimes be a difficult source to tap into. Whether it is unfamiliarity with the media, a 
previous unpleasant experience or simply a communications issue, there can be difficulty in 
connecting the professor with the reporter. 

The purpose of this survey is to determine where faculty receive their "mainstream" 
news, the profile of professors who have done or are willing to do media interviews and what can 
be done to better facilitate faculty media appearances. This information can be applied to better 
understand the nature of the faculty/media relationship and work to improve public appearances 
through methods such as media training. 

 
Purpose: 

- Determine where faculty get their daily news 
- Determine reasoning for any faculty reluctance for media appearances 
- Determine sense of how many have media experience (Print/TV/Radio?) 
- Perceptions of the media and why 
- Discover other notions of media 
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Application: 

-  Synchronizing with faculty newsgathering habits to improve relationship 
-  Gauge interest in media training 
-  Improve media training efforts and marketing 
-  Address faculty concerns with media (i.e. distrust, bias) 
-  Understand faculty media preferences – more "on the same page" 
-  Basis for faculty outreach efforts 
-  Incorporate and share with college communicators  

 
 Professor Martin reported that a number of faculty have had a lot of contact with the media and 
the experiences are uneven.  She has had to train three generations of reporters on how to ask the right 
questions in order to get a story.  Does UNS do that?  They do, Mr. Swain said, and they try to fit the 
expert with the reporter.  Mr. Wolter agreed that is an issue; the University just lost a beat reporter who 
had covered it for the last 11 years, although the new reporter will be fine.  They receive a lot of calls 
from the Daily and try to help the Daily staff learn to be reporters.  They need to help people get over the 
perception that public relations people are evil; they are just trying to get information out. 
 
 Professor Durfee advised keeping the survey to 10 questions and suggested doing a pilot with 
faculty.  Is the purpose to gauge how faculty think about the media and to identify experts?  Only the 
former, Mr. Swain said; the survey will be anonymous.   
 

Professor Sampson commented that the assumption that because faculty have expertise, what they 
do as faculty can smoothly translate into help for the media is not necessarily true.  Sometimes it does, 
sometimes not, and sometimes the media's quest for sound bites is the exact opposite of what faculty 
attempt to do as educators.  He noted Professor Martin's remark about training reporters and said that 
often a lot of time goes into helping a reporter better understand a subject—and that spending two hours 
preparing for and participating in a media session that results in one unhelpful sentence in a newspaper 
article or a 10-second quip on TV may not always be the best way for a faculty member to spend time. 
 
 Professor Rhodus commented that a lot of faculty are not savvy about reporters and they may get 
cold calls and get burned by what appears in the media.  He said he hoped contacts could be made 
through University Relations or the colleges and there will be a media person to help faculty.  Mr. Wolter 
said they do want to help and to provide a value-added service; it is not their intent to stop interaction 
with the media. 
 
 Professor Balas thanked Messrs. Swain and Wolter for bringing the proposal to the Committee. 
 
4. Student-Rating-of-Teaching Questions 
 
 Professor Wambach (chair of the Committee on Educational Policy) (SCEP) reported on the 
student-rating-of-teaching questions that had been approved the day before by the Committee on 
Educational Policy.  They were: 
 
Core items:  response form is a six-point agree/disagree scale. 
1.  The instructor was well prepared for class. 
2.  The instructor explained the subject matter clearly. 
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3.  The instructor provided useful feedback to improve my class performance. 
4.  The instructor treated me with respect. 
5.  I have a deeper understanding of the subject matter as a result of this course. 
6.  My interest in the subject matter was stimulated by this course 
 
Open-ended questions 
1.  What did the instructor do that most helped your learning? 
2.  What did the instructor do that most hindered your learning? 
3.  What could you have done to be a better learner? 
4.  Comments. 
 
 Professor Wambach reviewed the history of the development of the questions and noted that the 
process is now called the student rating of teaching because students are not evaluating the teaching—that 
is done by other faculty, department heads, and deans.  A subcommittee chaired by Dr. David Langley 
developed a short set of questions and ran a pilot study last spring.  The Committee on Educational Policy 
reviewed the questions and suggested some changes, the Academy of Distinguished Teachers did the 
same, the Senate Committee on Faculty Affairs (SCFA) also reviewed and approved them last week 
(although what SCFA approved is not quite what SCEP approved yesterday, although they are very 
close).  There has been a lot of consultation on these questions and they do not want to take them to the 
Faculty Senate and receive a lot more suggested changes; these have been vetted extensively. 
 
 The first question has received a lot of attention, Professor Wambach reported.  The alternative 
version most carefully considered was "The instructor was well prepared for teaching this course."  SCEP 
supported the version in the list above because the point is about whether the instructor was well-
organized in the classroom, not whether he or she was prepared intellectually to teach the content.  
Professor Martin asked how a student who is not prepared for the course could evaluate whether the 
instructor is well-prepared.  The questions represent a balance between student perceptions of the 
instructor and student learning in the class, Professor Wambach said, and they are also designed to 
connect with the Student Learning Outcomes. 
 
 There was a question about the effect of the new questions on the promotion-and-tenure process, 
Professor Wambach related.  Vice Provost Carney and Professor Clayton joined a SCEP meeting to 
discuss those issues, she reported, and Dr. Carney said she believes the new questions will be more 
helpful because they provide a way to work with faculty on specific behaviors.  Dr. Carney was also of 
the view that there should not be a single, summative score but that faculty should be weighed on the 
individual questions—and that the results should be normed to different kinds of classes (e.g., large 
lectures versus seminars).  Dr. Carney said the results should be looked at in context and that perhaps 
benchmarks should be established for different kinds of classes. 
 
 She also recalled that one SCFA member pointed out that faculty and students from different 
cultures may not perceive that they are being treated with respect.  It seems that for every item, one of 
them will not fit someone's class.   
 
 Professor Kane said that in the interest of avoiding controversy at the Faculty Senate, the second 
open-ended question should be changed or removed because it assumes the instructor DID do something 
that hindered the student's learning.  That will be a red flag, she warned.   
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 Professor Sirc (chair of SCFA) reported that the open-ended questions now listed were added 
after the pilot study had been conducted.  He said he thought there were two excellent questions on the 
pilot form that were subsequently dropped:  "I learned best when the instructor:" and "To succeed in this 
class, my recommendations for students would be:"  He participated in the pilot and received extremely 
useful feedback from the first question, and he was agog when those questions were taken out and 
replaced by the ones now proposed.  The argument against using the second question was that students 
never see the results of the written comments so it did not make sense to them.  Professor Kane said she 
liked the two questions as well and asked, apropos a decision about which would be used, "who's the 
boss", meaning who gets to make the final decision?  Professor Wambach said that the Langley 
subcommittee piloted the two questions, looked at the data, and recommended the new ones.   
 
 Professor Curley asked who sees the results.  Senate policy provides that the numeric results of 
the core questions are available to all those involved in personnel decisions (department faculty and chair, 
dean, chancellor, provost) while the disposition of the written comments is decided by each college and 
campus.  Professor Windsor suggested this information be provided to the Senate when the issue is on the 
docket in order to put the questions in context. 
 
 Professor Wambach asked if the Committee approved the six core questions.  Professor Martin 
objected to the first one; she said no student can tell whether or not she is prepared.  Professor Hayes said 
she had spoken to Vice Provost Carney about student ratings.  She recalled that on the old form, students 
were asked about the instructor's knowledge of the subject matter, and there turned out to be a gender bias 
in the responses:  men were more often seen to have better knowledge of the subject matter.  She said she 
worried about the proposed question #1 producing the same result.  That is an empirical question, 
Professor Wambach said, but pointed out that women are more likely to be teaching in the humanities and 
faculty in those fields receive higher ratings across the board.  A lot of things affect student ratings.   
 
 Professor Rhodus commented that he is serving on a committee on the peer review of teaching 
and asked if question #1 is really about whether the material was presented in an organized fashion.  It is, 
Professor Wambach said, and surmised—noting she was not on the Langley subcommittee—that the 
difference between questions 1 and 2 are intended to get at behaviors that could be addressed.  
"Organized" is a level above "well prepared."  Professor Martin said she worries about student 
perceptions; if the equipment is not all working correctly, students will see it as her fault.   
 
 Professor Sirc reported that Dr. Langley explained that these six questions were chosen because 
they correlate very well with well-validated measures that have been used nationally for many years.  
Professor Durfee noted that he was on the original committee that made recommendations about student 
rating (although his committee had punted on revising the core questions), and said he supported totally 
these new questions.  He did not support changing them because there will never be a perfect set of 
questions.  Professor Carpenter agreed with Professor Durfee and urged the Committee to accept the six 
questions and get on with it.  Committees have put years of effort into them and they should be adopted.  
Professor Yust commented that, as a department head, she takes the responses to the questions in context.   
 
 Professor Rhodus asked what the role of the Committee is in how the results should be used.  
Will anyone make a recommendation to departments or colleges?  Is there a penalty for students if they 
do not respond?  The ones who fill out the form are the students most likely not to have liked a course, he 
suggested.  Professor Balas took issue with the last statement and also said that recommendations on how 
to use the results would have to be too department-specific to be useful.  Professor Dahlberg said that in 
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his department they always look at the comments and if they see the same comment over and over, that 
raises a flag.  He suggested that to get these questions through the Senate, information should be provided 
about what is used at the top three universities.  On the last point, Professor Wambach said that Dr. 
Langley has a chart with information about the other forms that have been validated. 
 
 Professor Sirc asked if there was sentiment to preserve the open comment option.  The 
Committee appeared to support it unanimously.   
 
 Professor Durfee noted that at first there were two open-ended questions, then three, and now 
four.  He advised dropping two of them and having only two on the form.  Why is there need for more 
than a request for comments, Professor Sirc asked?  Professor Yust said that students need a voice and 
that they write better when they have directed questions; they affirm the student's place in the educational 
process.  Professor Kane maintained that the third question was not relevant if an instructor did not hinder 
learning; it might be better to return to the original question, "I learned best when the instructor:"   
 
 Professor Wambach said that she and Professor Sirc will put their heads together about the open-
ended questions, with the understanding that the Committee prefers there be only two.  She commented, 
apropos the third open-ended question, that the subcommittee that designed the questions included this 
one so that course rating gets students to think about what they contributed to the process of learning, to 
reflect on their own part in the process.   
 
 Professor Martin said she has long thought the best time to do the ratings is a year after the course 
because it takes students awhile to identify what they learned.  She also maintained that students respond 
differently depending on whether the course is one they MUST take or one they WANT to take.   
 
 Professor Durfee urged that Professors Sirc and Wambach consult with Dr. Langley about the 
open-ended question.  It could be that there are points in the research literature that suggest what should 
be done.  Professor Wambach agreed; she said they have wanted to be open about the process, but they 
did charge a subcommittee to do the work and it spent a lot of time on it, and then they sought fresh eyes 
to look at the result.  There is a tension between the two.   
 
 Professor Wambach also commented on the student-release questions.  Right now there is a long 
set of (18) questions that have been approved, but they duplicate some of the core questions and the 
response format will need to be changed.  Vice Provosts Carney and Swan have suggested considering 
using the Illinois system, which publishes a list of faculty in the top one-third on the ratings.  They have 
used the process so long that they have established benchmarks and don't need to calculate results every 
term.  They have no student-release questions.  Professor Wambach said her advice to students has been 
that only 10% of the faculty authorize release of the student-release-questions data because there is every 
disincentive not to do so.  The Illinois system is voluntary but there is a high percentage of participation. 
 
 Professor Yust said she would be opposed to using the Illinois system.  Professor Wambach said 
the results are released by department and they provide five years' worth of data.  The faculty can opt out, 
Professor Balas observed.  Will students know if the faculty member has opted out or is not part of the top 
third, Professor Yust asked?  Professor Balas said that students need more information than they receive 
now; he said he's not the best teacher every semester and that everyone goes up and down.  Professor 
Wambach said that for tenure-track faculty the system is an advantage:  if they are not in the top third, it 
does not mean they are bad, but if they are, they are recognized for their work.  Professor Dahlberg said 
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that in his department, where students must take many of the courses, it would not help students.  
Professor Windsor said the Illinois system would give faculty something to compete with one another on, 
which would not contribute to department culture.  Why not simply have more awards like the one 
awarded by the college to one of her faculty?  Because only a small number win, Professor Wambach 
said, and added that no device like this can avoid creating some competition. 
 
 Professor Durfee said the discussion is mixing up two subjects, providing information for 
students to make choices and information for promotion and tenure.  The University needs to know what 
students think and it has not figured out a way to do that, and at present students get zero information.  
They could run their own survey program, Professor Wambach observed.  Professor Curley recalled that 
the SCEP position when he was on the committee was that it would help students but the choice was up to 
them.   
 

Professor Wambach said she would talk to the students about the student-release questions.  
There are 18 questions that will be on the back of the form that nothing will happen with, and the students 
in the pilot project did not like them.  Her goal is to get rid of the 18 so they do not distract from the core 
questions.  Professor Martin pointed out that one can use a form that does not have the student-release 
questions on it.   
 
5. Copyright Policy 
 
 Professor Balas distributed copies of the copyright policy as further revised after a meeting that 
included him and Professors Chomsky and Hoover as well as the Provost, Professor Okediji, and Mr. 
Brown from the General Counsel's office.  The biggest problem is that when the Provost reads the policy 
as a lawyer, he believes the protections the faculty want are in place, but there are 3500 faculty who are 
not lawyers who read the language and believe they own the copyright on nothing.  There is now a Q&A 
on the Provost's website about the policy; he asked Committee members to be active in submitting 
questions.  [The website is http://www.academic.umn.edu/provost/reports/copyright2007.html ] 
 
 Professor Dahlberg reported that the Senate Research Committee had been happy when the 
drafters agreed that any agreements to produce a "directed work" had to be in writing, and the Faculty 
Senate expressed a desire that they be in writing, and now that requirement is deleted again.  Why?  
Professor Balas said the lawyers thought requiring a written agreement would be too onerous, not fair, it 
would not be clear whom the agreement should be with, and that faculty could be coerced into signing an 
agreement.  Their view is that it is more flexible for faculty if a written agreement is not required.  Or, 
Professor Kane observed, the faculty member could insist on having a written agreement. 
 
 There are a lot of concerns that the Provost does not see as problems, Professor Balas said, and 
others that have been posed he sees as potential violations of academic freedom irrespective of the 
copyright policy.  The Provost is not trying to get more for the University than is appropriate, he told the 
Committee, the problem is that "I speak English and the provost speaks lawyer" and it may only be 
possible to get the points across by using the questions and answers.  He urged Committee members to 
send questions. 
 
 
 
 

http://www.academic.umn.edu/provost/reports/copyright2007.html
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6. Spousal/Partner Hiring 
 
 Professor Sirc reported that the Committee on Faculty Affairs had had a lengthy discussion about 
spousal hiring, the draft minutes of which had been provided to Committee members.  There is now 
$750,000 available for spousal hiring, and SCFA was satisfied.  Is there anything more this Committee 
wishes be done on the topic?  Vice President Barceló told SCFA that her office studying the issue, so the 
discussion came at an appropriate time. 
 
 Professor Carpenter said that joint positions should be a part of the program. 
 
 Professor Yust noted that the discussion also touched on start-up costs.  If the spouse or partner is 
in another field, there may also be start-up costs for that person.  Professor Sirc reported that Vice Provost 
Carney said that those can be negotiated and that Senior Vice President Jones had commented that there is 
no cookie-cutter approach.  Professor Sirc mentioned that Nan Wilhelmson in Vice President Carrier's 
office had conducted a very useful survey of spousal/partner hiring programs in the other CIC institutions; 
by comparison, Minnesota is reasonably well off.   
 
 Professor Balas said that this Committee needs to hear from Vice President Barceló about the 
programs her office runs because many of them are not well-known and it is often luck that determines if 
people take advantage of them.   Professor Martin agreed and said she was uncomfortable that the 
program is funded but still invisible.  Some know about it, and can get in and get the money; if it is a 
mechanism for the entire University, all should know about so that no one or few departments can gobble 
up all the money before anyone else realizes it was there.  It will still be first-come, first-served, Professor 
Dahlberg observed, and units will rush to use the money.   
 
 Professor Heller noted the point in the SCFA minutes about departments being barred from 
asking whether a faculty candidate has a spouse or partner.  Is there a way to address that problem so the 
process can be started earlier when it is appropriate?  Professor Yust said they are now putting 
information about the program in their recruitment packets for faculty in order to prompt questions.  It 
could also be put on the web and people pointed to it, Professor Sirc observed.  Professor Balas agreed; 
candidates could be asked if they want any information about various programs. 
 
 Professor Balas adjourned the meeting at 3:15. 
 
      -- Gary Engstrand 
 
University of Minnesota 


